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Thb May, Miranda D. Renfro will be graduating with a degree in Secondary
Education in English from Emporia State University in Emporia, Kansas.
This paper was written in fulfillment of a High Honors Thesis. Miranda is
particularly interested in linguistics, young adult literature, and Old English.
She has also long been a fan of fantasy and science fiction, and she finds that
these genres give me the opportunity to take a step backfrom (or out of) reality
for however brief a time and give her a precious perspective on life, the universe,
and everything that other literary forms cannot provide. After graduation, she
plans to attend graduate school at Emporia State (Iniversity to work toward
a Masters in English and an education endorsement for Teaching English as a
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Abstract
The dragon has been a staple character in myths and stories in all cultures
for centuries, and in most cases ofWestern culture, the dragon is an enemy. However,
the typical role of the dragon has recently been undergoing some significant
changes, particularly in the area of young adult literature. A trend has arisen in
which the dragon no longer carries the connotation of evil or darkness. Instead,
the dragon is being written in a number of benevolent roles including mentor and
companion to the hero. The characteristics resemble those of Eastern dragons from
areas such as China and |apan. How did this typical image of the dragon come
about, and what does this recent change in characterization mean for the traditional
role of the dragon now? Perhaps globalization has had an effect on the sharing of
ideas concerning the role of the dragon in modern young adult literature. Perhaps
benevolent dragons have been introduced to young adult literature as a result of
increased travel between Eastern and Western nations. This paper will explore the
ever changing role of that once strictly fearsome beast through the pages of young
adult literature and whether globalization seems to have had any effect on stories
involving these creatures.
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The dragon has been a staple character in stories for centuries. While this
powerful creature is more or less a universal symbol, its characteristics vary from
culture to culture, and in most cases, but certainly not all, the dragon is an enemy.
Dragon combat is a common motif in many heroic epics and tales in which the
creature, as a physical being, is wise but fierce and must eventually be slain by the
story's hero to protect a town, rescue a damsel, or obtain a treasure of some kind.
Dragons have also been traditionally cast as the metaphorical representation of
evil, darkness, and seemingly impossible tasks, usually undertaken by heroes out
to prove themselves. However, the typical role of the dragon has recently been
undergoing some significant changes, particularly, in the area of young adult
literature. A trend has arisen in which the dragon no longer carries the connotation
of evil or darkness. Their typical role as obstacle and intelligent menace is instead
being written in a number of benevolent roles including mentor, companion to the
hero, and even hero. So how did this typical image of the dragon come about, and
what does this recent change in characterization mean for the traditional role of the
dragon now? Globalization has had much to do with this transfer of cultural ideas
concerning dragons and their roles in stories. Stories of malicious dragons typically
stem from the West in European and Scandinavian countries while benevolent
dragons stem from most Asian countries in the East, especially China. These
countries have been in contact for hundreds of years primarily for the purpose of
exchanging goods, so the perplexing matter then becomes why it took so long for
the transfer of the idea of the benevolent dragon character to be made manifest in
the form of stories, especially those of young adult literature.
In order to understand the roles dragons play in modern literature, it is
necessary to first delve into the background of dragons as they have developed,
physically and metaphorically, throughout history. Dragons appear in Old Norse,
Near East, African, Asian, Native American, Mesoamerican, and European myths.
According to QiguangZhao in his bookA Study of Dragons, East and West, "The
dragon is as old as the sensitivity and imagination of humankind" (13). Some of
the earliest stories that have been recorded involve a dragon-like creature of some
kind. The Babylonian poem the Enuma Elish is an example of Mesopotamian
creation myth.Written before 1100 BC, this poem features "the viper, the dragon'
(Heidel 31) who is "sharp of tooth and not sparing the fang" (31) as a member of
the goddess Tiamat's army as she attempts to destroy younger gods (30-31). Early
Greek hymns tell of the god Apollo and his encounter at Delphi with the serpent,
called Python, as he searched for a place to build a temple for himself. Apolto's
battle with Python is a Greek form of dragon combat (Evelyn-White 349-351). To
see how the dragon has been portrayed on into modern young adult literature, one
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needs only to look at a brief development of the two most common types of dragon
- Western European and Eastern Asian.
Dragons exist in the stories of most cultures, and are usually presented, in
Western culture, as an enemy to be overcome. It is difficult to determine a specific,
physical description that would be sufficient to represent all dragons across all
cultures. Th.y have been given so many forms that they could essentially be best
described as a serpent-like creature that appears in several varieties much as dogs
are divided into breeds (Lippincott 3).A fair description of a dragon might begin
with a large exotic snake possessing any number of added features including, but
not limited to, wings, claws, horns, and fangs. Modern depictions of Western
dragons generally include all of these physical characteristics and rarely stray from
this depiction; however, prior to the late 13th century, dragons were described
using many different combinations of physical attributes like those listed above.
For example, in contrast to the modern Western dragon, one dragon prior to the
13th century may be described as having a serpent like body wings and fangs while
another dragon fromthe same period maybe described as having a serpentlikebody
with only horns, fangs, and powerful clawed legs. Also, it is evident that before this
time, Eastern cultures had had some influence on the Western understanding of
these creatures. During his travels in China, Marco Polo came across what modern
scholars suspect was a crocodile, but his description of this unfamiliar creature
led artists of the age to create a rather fearsome beast that somewhat resembles
what has come to be known as the Western dragon (Lippincott3-4). Marco Polo's
description of this creature is as follows:
Th.y are loathsome creatures to behold. Let me tell you just how big they
are. You may take it for a fact that there are some of them ten paces in length that
are as thick as a stout cask: for their girth runs to about ten palms. These are the
biggest. Th.y have two squat legs in front near the head, which have no feet but
simply three claws...like the claws of a falcon or a lion. They have enormous heads
and eyes so bulging that they are bigger than loaves, their mouth is big enough to
swallow a man at one gulp... (As qtd. in Lippincott 4)
While this description is rather vague in certain respects, it provided at
least a temporary, Eastern-derived foundation for the image of the creature known
as the dragon in Western European culture.
Despite its physical inconsistencies, for early Christians around the 13th
century "the dragon had one more, extremely important characteristic: it was
dangerous to man" (Lippincott 3). The Western dragon is often seen as something
evil and associated with fire, wisdom, and wealth. Were it more than an imaginary
creature, it would indeed be a formidable foe. According to Beryl Rowland in
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Animals with Human Faces, early Christians equated the dragon with the Devil
(16). This is not surprising given the Biblical story of Eve and the serpent in Genesis
3:1-15 along with the description of a particularly dragon-like creature used by
God to demonstrate His power toward the end of the book of |ob:
Who can strip offhis outer covering?
Who can penetrate his double layer of armor?
Who can open his jaws,
surrounded by those terri$ring teeth?
His pride is in his rows of scales,
closely sealed together.
One scale is so close to another
that no air can pass between them.
Th.y are joined to one another,
so closely connected they cannot be separated.
His snorting flashes with light,
while his eyes are like the rays of dawn.
Flaming torches shoot from his mouth;
fiery sparks fly out!
Smoke billows from his nostrils
as from a boiling pot or burning reads.
His breath sets coals ablaze,
and flames pour out of his mouth.
Strength resides in his neck,
and dismay dances before him.
The folds of his flesh are joined together,
solid as metal and immovable. (Holeman Christian Standard, fob 41.13-
23)
Another literary source, a large, pagan compendium of facts concerning
animals written sometime between the third and fourth centuries A.D. and
known as The Physiologus was "adopted by Christian moralists who tagged
didactic messages onto the pagan tales" around the 13th century (Lippincott 3)
and contributed to the understanding of dragons during this time by providing
physical descriptions along with stories of warning. In surviving editions of The
Physiologus, following its Christian adaption, dragons are compared to devils and
they are similar in their appearance in possessing combs - protrusions, probably
of bone, running from the top of the head down the spine of the creature -, flying,
and using their tails to capture the unwary (3). Also, in Europe and the Near East
this creature was most often portrayed as an evil, winged beast who steals, destroys
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by fire, or guards treasure (Lum 96). The typical description of a European or Near
Eastern dragon includes a hzard-like shape of enormous size, scaly body - Iike
that of a snake - and vertically set wings (96). In addition to physical description,
the wisdom that is associated with dragons in these particular regions functions
as nothing more than a tool which dragons use to plot against humans instead
of benefit them. He also hoards wealth instead of bestowing it, and he abuses his
innate power over water to obtain human sacrifice (98). This European and Near
Eastern idea of dragon characteristics has had the most influence on literature
through the ages and is responsible for the extremely popular Western image of the
dragon most often seen today.
The portrayal of the "the biblical image of the dragon as a godforsaken
creature, while concurrently presenting him as a danger to human life and
salvation' (Lippinicott 3) influenced the general view of dragons following the late
13th century, and it is inevitable that the evil characteristics such as sin, death,
and damnation attributed to dragons by the early Christians would have an
effect on later European literature. "The dragon of the West" (98), as Peter Lum
names it, finally takes something of a permanent shape in the earlyl4th century
(Evans 29) and is the dragon often described in tales of dragon-slayers, such as the
fictionalized life of St. George, a soldier during the Crusades (Newman 79-Ba). The
European stories of St. George were the most popular dragon-slayer narratives of
the Middle Ages and contained plots similar to the one Northrop Fry summarizes:
"[A] land ruled by a helpless old kirg is laid waste by a sea-monster, to whom one
young person after another is offered to be devoured, until the lot falls on the king's
daughter: at that point the hero arrives, kills the dragon, marries the daughter,
and succeeds to the kingdorn' (Evans 43). This basic plot summary best shows the
metaphorical role that the dragon plays as the feared obstacle; the impossible task
that must be completed before the hero can prove himself and receive his reward.
This image of the dragon has been maintained as the most popular depiction in
Western literature for centuries.
The other common type of dragon, the "Eastern dragon' (Lum 111), stems
mostly from China and fapan. While it maintains the same associations with water,
wisdom, and wealth, Eastern dragons play a more dualistic role in myth. They are
both malevolent and benign. Th.y are water in all its moods: from gentle rain and
rivers to typhoons and storms (111-12). As Qiguang Zhao states:
The Eastern dragon is not the gruesome monster of mediaeval imagination,
but the genius of strength and goodness. He is the spirit of change, therefore of life
itself. We associate him with the supreme power or that sovereign cause which
pervades everything taking new forms yet never seen in final shape. The dragon is
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the great mystery itself. (28)
In China, dragons share their wisdom as companions and teachers to
sages and kings and are believed to be immensely generous with their vast stores of
wealth (112). This benevolent creature differs much in appearance from its Western
counterpart in that it is more often shown without wings, and its body is longer and
more snake-like. Stag-like horns adorn its horse-shaped head to function as ears,
and it often has long whiskers (113-14). It breathes clouds that bring rain instead
of destructive fire, and its "voice is pleasantly described as being like the jingling
of copper pans" (114). As Yi-Fu Tiran says in his summation of Qiguang Zhao's
A Study of Dragons, East and West, "[...] the dragon can be a symbol not only of
evil but also of all that is highest. [...] the dragon is portrayed as the creator and
maintainer of the cosmos and stands for all that is noble and spiritual" (Tuan 154).
The Eastern dragon is indeed a much friendlier character.
The question then becomes: how and when did the nature of the Eastern
dragon influence the nature of the Western dragon? This question is by no means
simple to answer. While there can be no single, direct link between the depiction of
Eastern and Western dragons, certain events under the umbrella that is globalization
may have had an effect on the transfer and spread of these ideas. According to
Edwin Reischauer and fohn Fairbank in East Asia: The Great Tradition, in the mid
13th century, men, most notably Marco Polo, were permitted to pass safely through
Mongol territory to North China, particularly Cathay, for the purpose of trade. For
a century, 1240-1340, Western Europe maintained 'Uirect, though not extensive,
contact" (280) with North China and since then Western Europe and China have
had a long, though not necessarily intimate, history. However, one might assume
that based on these relations, the subject of benevolent dragons might have
transferred from East to West much sooner than it seems to have done. There are
several factors that may have contributed to hindering the sharing of ideas from
one culture to another. Perhaps the most prevalent reason is that "among all the
great civilizations rising in the OId World, the East Asian was the most isolated and
distinctive" (Reischauer and Fairbank 3), so ideas were more restricted and did not
transfer as easily.
As Reischauer and Fairbank point out, "The Ming period from 1368 to
1644 is one of the greatest eras of orderly government and social stability in human
history" (290), and "so stable was the political and social order of the Ming that is
persisted, basically unaltered, under the alien Ch ing Dynasty for anoth er 267 years
from 1644 to 1912" (290). The persistence of this stability meant that during these
centuries China had no real situational counterpart to the transformations taking
place in the West: "the Renaissance, the Reformation, the growth of national states,
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their expansion into the New World and over the earth, followed by the French
Revolution and the Industrial Revolution' (291). The result of such stability in the
East during these times of such rapid change and expansion in the West caused
East Asian civilization to be viewed as backward or underdeveloped in comparison
with Western thought and standards (291). In addition, Chinese resentment
toward Mongol rule resulted in a widespread resentment of all things alien; thus,
resentment turned into a lack of interest in anything outside East Asian civilization.
Reischaur and Fairbank suggest that the last few maritime expeditions that took
place in the early 15th century "were to be almost the last overt signs of serious
Chinese interest in the outside world" (292). This state of isolation continued until
the 19th century. Up until that point, "most Chinese simply took for granted that
the benighted'barbarian might come to seek culture in China, if he wished" (292),
but they were not going to endeavor to spread their own culture outside the realm
of Eastern Asia.
This perception of backwardness or underdevelopment and the long
period of self-imposed isolation served to hinder the transfer of cultural ideas from
East to West and "has been a primary cause of East Asian efforts to 'modernize"'
(291) to regain global standing. According to Reischauer and Fairbank, these
efforts "still affect the stability of international relations" (291) and thus, affect the
transfer of cultural ideas. While China's more recent efforts to "modernize" paired
with the effects of globalization has certainly aided the spread of information
and ideas between Eastern and Western cultures through increased contact and
communication, the authors of East Asia: The Great Tradition must also point out
that "the growth of contact made possible by modern technology seems to have
[also] increased rather than diminished international friction' (3) due to clashes in
traditions and values. The more friction that exists between cultures, the less likely
one culture will be to accept various differences and ideas unless it is for the means
of adapting opposing ideas to suit their own needs (i.e. propaganda).
Factors such as China's Open Door Policy in the late 1800s, which allowed
trade with many different nations (470), may have enhanced the spreading of ideas
including benevolent dragons, but this spread was undoubtedly hindered by several
events. For example, instances such as discrimination from America toward China
halted trade for a few months between the nations in the early 1900s. However, in
the years following, America and China remained on relatively good terms, and
while fapan's alliance with Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy during World War II
(606) would have undoubtedly caused nations like America and Great Britain to
refuse the spread of ideas from that particular East Asian country. China remained
an allyof the West during this time, and the defeat and resulting occupation of fapan
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following World War II in 1945 (McNelly 158) coupled with America's support of
the cause Free China prior to the end of the war (Reischauer and Fairbank 714).
This helped to continue the transfer of cultural ideas between Eastern and Western
nations. The most recent, and possibly one of the largest factors, to hinder the
transfer of ideas would be differing views toward the effects of Communism in
China. Countries, such as America and those in Europe, averse to Communist
ideas will naturally be apprehensive to accept ideas from Communist countries
like China. However, while Communism is generally looked upon unfavorably by
Western nations, efforts at peace have brought modern governments far enough
that a difference of political opinion has not been a cause to sever contact entirely
(McNelly 244). Thus, the sharing of ideas has not been ended, but a difference of
opinion tends to cause hesitation in the area of accepting new ideas.
While it would be difficult to establish a direct causal link between
interactions of Eastern and Western cultures and the roles that dragons play in
these cultures, it is evident that there are many themes and motifs connected with
dragons that span across cultures and time. From greedily guarding treasure to
causing rain showers and typhoons, dragons have persistently been used in stories
of both oral and written tradition and are still used consistently in modern literature
today. However, the typical role of the Western dragon has begun to shift. Especially
in the area of young adult literature, dragons are no longer the obstacle that must
be overcome or the hideous beast that must be slain so the hero might save the
day and prove himself. Dragons are, in fact, beginning to function much like the
Eastern image. Many authors have maintained the typical physical description of
the Western dragon but their character qualities are more like those of the Eastern
dragon; they play the parts of mentors, heroes, companions, and friends.
The book Eragon, written by Christopher Paolini and published in 2002,
tells the story of a young man, named Eragon, who happens upon a blue stone,
which is, in fact,adragon egg. The egghatches and Eragon is catapulted into aworld
based on magic and adventure he had only ever heard about in stories - the legends
of the Dragon Riders. Unless they were stabbed or poisoned, the Dragon Riders
were immortal; they were also wise and unmatched in battle, but their powers were
to be used only for good (31), and their dragon companions were the key to their
extraordinary gifts. Eragon's dragon, eventually named Saphira, is described as a
Western dragon in physical appearance (38) but assumes a role far different from
the traditional Western dragon. Saphira and Eragon bond as he raises her, which
makes Eragon a Dragon Rider. Together they learn the ways of the ancient Dragon
Riders from a man named Brom, who was once a Dragon Rider himself, and fight
the evil King Galbatorix and his servants. One of these servants is a dragon that
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does fit the typical, malicious description of the Western dragon in both character
and appearance because he has been enslaved by Galbatorix. In this book, Saphira
functions as a friend and companion to Eragon instead of a dangerous enemy.
While there are several human companions that accompany Eragon on his journey,
none remains as constant or important to the hero as his dragon Saphira. The rest
of their story can be followed in the Inheritance series which currently includes two
other books: Eldest and Brisinger.
Published in 2004, Cornelia Funke's Dragon Rider - no connection to
Christopher Paolini's Eragon - completely turns the table on traditional myth
by placing a dragon in the role of the hero and casting humans as the enemy -
unheard of in traditional dragon lore. Firedrake, the protagonist and dragon,
must save his race from the imminent invasion of the valley of the dragons by
greedy, destructive humans. With his friend Sorrel and a bit of advice from the
sagely dragon Slatebeard, Firedrake sets out on a hero's journey to find the Rim of
Heaven - a place of peace for dragons that may not even exist. Funke maintains
the image of a Western dragon in her description of Firedrake (3), but once again,
the malicious characteristics associated with the Western dragon are absent. In
addition to having a dragon serve as the hero protagonist, Funke creates a whole
society of dragons and appoints them typical roles found in a hero tale. For instance,
Slatebeard functions as the wise old mentor. Throughout the book, Firedrake and
the other dragons are anthropomorphizedwith human emotion while humans are
painted in a somewhat bestial light, the exception being Ben. The dragons bear no
ill will toward the humans until they threaten death to the dragon race, and even
when threatened the protagonist searches for an alternative to battle. The dragons
in Dragon Rider are clearly different from the dragon myths of old and are helping
to break the image of the typical Western dragon.
Another development for dragons appears in Melissa Glenn Haber's book,
Beyond the Dragon Portal, which was published in 2005. Not only are the dragons
cast in the benevolent roles of protectors of humans and friends, but they are
described as having the physical attributes of Eastern dragons - wingless and more
serpentine (18-20). Beyond the Dragon Portal follows Sadie, a young girl who must
help a race of dragons and a group of nomads fight the evil Barbazion who are
terrorizing the world beyond the dragon portal. A dragon named Mrs. Fitz Edna
has been disguised for years as Sadie and Phoebe's eccentric, old babysitter to keep
an eye on Phoebe, who is considered a princess in the world in which the dragons
live. When Phoebe is stolen by the Barbazion, Mrs. Fitz Edna plays the part of
companion in addition to her previous role as protector. Even to the point of losing
her life, she aids Sadie in her quest to find herself and rescue her sister. Early on
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in this book, the point is made that dragons have never been subdued by humans
and are no pets or beasts of burden to them (19), instead they have chosen to aid
and protect Phoebe and Sadie; a choice that would not have been made by a typical
dragon from the Middle Ages.
Throughout |eff Smith's graphic novel series Bone, compiled in 2004, one
dragon stands out from a group of many as a benevolent character. First introduced
as the Great Red Dragon (27) and later simply called Dragon, this character
regularly appears when it is absolutely necessary to assist the hero, Fone Bone, and
his companions - generally with saving them from creatures called rats who wish
to eat them - and plays the role of wise protector. It is obvious that he existed long
before Bone enters the picture, and his character is feared or at least unappreciated
by most others, save the hero and his companions, because of the history that exists
between dragons and the other characters - some human and some otherworldly
(131-133). His physical appearance is a combination of Eastern and Western ideas
of dragons and is somewhat similar to what might have been drawn based on Marco
Polot description of a "dragon." He does not sport wings or horns but is very large
and long with four legs; the front two resemble human hands. He also breaths fire at
will and has long hairy ears (50-51). There is a large group of dragons depicted later
in the novel which are strictly malicious (1295); their appearances vary between
typical Eastern and Western dragons and several combinations thereof. This novel
is an excellent example of the transfer of character ideas and physical depiction of
dragons in Eastern culture onto Western ideas and depictions.
While there are several examples in young adult literature of dragons
being characterized in a manner unbefitting a typical Western dragon, it should be
noted that there are still young adult authors who write dragons as creatures in the
traditional Western style. One author in particular, Gail Carson Levine, has used
a traditional Western portrayal of dragons in more than one work. In her book
The Two Princesses of Bamare, published in 2001, the dragon Vollys is a guardian
of a cave full of treasures and riches; she is wise but shrewd and does not bestow
her knowledge without payment. She allows her captives to choose treasures when
they please her and takes away treasures as penalty when they anger her or are
no longer entertaining (149-l5B). However, this dragon is slightly more complex
than a dragon from the Middle Ages in that she loves her human captives as long
as they entertain her. After they are no longer entertaining and she destroys them,
she becomes lonely and loves and misses them again. This is a slight difference in
character from the typical Western dragon, but overall Vollys fits the description
very well. Levine also includes a dragon in her book Ella Enchanted, which was
published in 1998. In this novel, the dragon is only a baby kept in a cage in the
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king's royal menagerie. The description given is not very vivid, but it hints at the
image of the malicious Western dragon rather than that of an Eastern dragon: "The
dragon was kept in an iron cage. He was beautiful in his tiny ferocity and seemed
happiest when flaming, his ruby eyes gleaming evilly" (40).
While the image of the Western dragon has been the most popular in
stories for centuries, it is evident that a new trend in the portrayal of dragons has
arisen. The above mentioned books are merely representative of the much larger
pool of young adult fiction that has embraced the idea of the benevolent dragon.
Whether this trend is a result of the transfer of cultural ideas through the efforts of
globalization is difficult to pinpoint specifically, but evidence suggests that Eastern
ideas concerning dragons have certainly influenced Western ideas over the years.
Dragons are no longer being described as malicious beings, but instead are filling
the roles of friend, companion, mentor, and many others. What does this mean
for the traditional role of the dragon? If it is no longer considered a symbol of
something to be overcome, what does it symbolize? As the role of the dragon in
young adult literature is still in transition, it would seem that the dragon can be
used to fill the role of any number of literary motifs from evil guardian to brave and
noble protagonist. However, the change in usage of the character of the dragon does
not necessarily mean that it no longer symbolizes what it did in traditional myth
and folklore; it merely means that the dragon is no longer bound to that single role.
It always had the potential to be used in any role in just as meaningful a way as
any other character - creature or human - might be used, but it is not until recent
that its potential has reached any sort of realization. The role of the dragon will
perhaps continue to develop new characteristics, both physical and metaphoric,
and may eventually become a character to be used as an intellectual comparison to
the human race in an the continuing effort to determine what it means to be human
and the importance of relationships. Young adult literature has been instrumental
in making this possible by so readily embracing the idea of the benevolent dragon,
and by the looks of it, will continue to do so.
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